Author's reply: Maternal hypertension and infant growth

Resposta do autor: Hipertensão materna e crescimento infantil

We appreciate the comments and questions about our study, which demonstrates the careful and correct assessment that focused on one aspect of concern in cohort studies: the possibility of selection bias. We will use this opportunity of scientific discussion to clarify some methodological aspects of the study and its limitations, ensuring its external validity and helping to increase knowledge on this topic, still scarcely studied in our country: low birth-weight preterm growth – the effect of maternal hypertension.

The first aspect to be discussed refers to maternal hypertension classification, which in our study was performed using the criteria of the National High Blood Pressure Education Program Working Group on High Blood Pressure in Pregnancy. As shown in the first paragraph of the results section, preeclampsia was the predominant manifestation in the group of hypertensive women, corresponding to 80% (n = 63), which is classically described in the literature. The remaining 20% of this group had gestational hypertension. No pregnant woman had chronic hypertension.

The second aspect is the subject of much discussion in the literature: what would be the ideal control group in studies on prognosis of preterm infants?

In development studies, it is important to assess the damage in premature infants in relation to the general population. In relation to growth, this comparison is obtained by the analysis of the Z-scores of anthropometric measurements.

Our objective was to analyze the growth pattern of low birth weight preterm infants and the effect of maternal hypertension, using a cohort study design. Thus, the groups were formed based on the exposure or not to maternal hypertensive syndrome, excluding cases of multiple pregnancies, infection/congenital malformations, which are classic factors associated with growth alterations. The neonatal characteristics were similar between groups, as well as the post-natal factors that are known to influence growth, such as morbidity and dietary patterns. Logistic regression models were constructed to control for possible confounding factors.

Although the selection of a control group consisting of preterm infants may limit result interpretation, we do not consider that they should be attributed to selection bias. The data obtained allowed us to answer the study question on the effect of maternal hypertension on the growth of preterm low birth-weight infants: there were no risk or protective effects. Also, two important and potentially avoidable risk factors were highlighted: adequacy of birth weight and growth in the first year of life, which are clinically relevant aspects that contribute to guide the obstetric and pediatric conduct in daily practice.

Regarding the third question, the authors consider that there is a low possibility of selection bias, as the study sample size consisted of a population treated at the Brazilian Unified Health System, quite homogeneous in socio-demographic characteristics, which did not differ between the two assessed groups. Smoking was infrequent, observed in 10% of hypertensive and 20% of normotensive women (p = 0.103). It is necessary to highlight two aspects of methodological rigor in our study: control of the effect of time on the evolution of anthropometric measurements, and postnatal nutrition assessment, which is an important growth modulating factor in the first years of life.

Finally, we expect that the aspects discussed herein can contribute to improve the interpretation of our study and encourage new studies to investigate other factors that can influence growth in low birth weight preterm infants.
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